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Abstract
We give a new and simple entropic definition, based on quantum relative entropy, of in-
formation gain in quantum measurements. Our definition contains the usually adopted one in
all the cases in which the latter is well-behaved, while it solves all the problems existing in
the general setting. In particular, the puzzling argument about possibly negative information
gain disappears, and a sensible analysis becomes feasible also in the single-outcome case. We
moreover provide a general entropic information-disturbance tradeoff which is tight for pure
measurements and exactly quantifies the amount of classical randomness introduced by the
apparatus in the general case. Finally we show how a quantum measurement can be robustly
inverted, by applying an assisted correction scheme, when the information gain approaches zero.
1 Introduction
It is now well-known that, even if Heisenberg uncertainty relations do not describe the disturbance
caused on a quantum system by a quantum measurement [1, 2, 3], Quantum Mechanics provides
the existence of a monotonic information-disturbance relation. This fact is apparent from general
qualitative arguments (if it were possible to gain information without causing disturbance, then
discrimination between non orthogonal states would be possible), as well as from some explicitly
derived tradeoﬀ relations obtained for some speciﬁc quantum measurements [4]. Even so, a general
approach to this problem, quite surprisingly, is still lacking. With “general approach” we mean
a description of information gain due to quantum measurements that is valid in all conceivable
situations, and naturally embodies a description of disturbance, that should be a monotone increasing
function of information gain. An information-theoretical description using entropic quantities then
seems to be the most suitable.
The fundamental problem is that an eﬀective deﬁnition of information gain is missing. The
usually adopted one is due to Groenewold [5]: let ρQ be the a priori quantum state describing the
system undergoing the measurement process, and let ρQ
′
m be the a posteriori state describing the
system conditional on the outcome m. Then, the information gain is deﬁned as
S(ρQ)− S(ρQ′m ), (1)
where S(ρ) := −Tr ρ log ρ is the von Neumann entropy. In other words, the information gain is the
diﬀerence between the a priori lack of knowledge and the a posteriori lack of knowledge. Already
from this very ﬁrst deﬁnition, mimicking a classical viewpoint, we can see that something is unclear:
why should the information gain depend on the a posteriori state? In fact, the general dynamical
description of a quantum measurement admits highly counter-intuitive state reductions: just think
to a measurement mapping every state into the maximally mixed one for all possible outcomes.
The state reduction recipe then has nothing to do with the information about the a priori state we
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obtained from the readout of a particular outcome. The information gain should depend only on the
statistical description of the measurement, not on its dynamics.







where p(m) is the probability of getting them-th outcome. This deﬁnition is the only known entropic
deﬁnition of information gain and it is the usually considered one [2, 6, 7, 8] (a diﬀerent but strictly
related deﬁnition is adopted by Maccone in Ref. [9]). It however suﬀers some seriously ill behaviors
in the general case in which the measuring apparatus introduces some classical noise (randomness).
In particular the average information gain as deﬁned in Eq. (2) can be strictly negative for some
state ρQ [7]. What does a negative average information mean? In which way can it reconcile with
an eventual information-disturbance relation?
In the present paper we will show how to solve these problems simply by redeﬁning the information
gain due to a quantum measurement. On one hand, our deﬁnition merges with Eq. (2) in all the
cases in which the latter is well-behaved. On the other hand, our deﬁnition remains well-deﬁned
(that is, positive and lower bounded by the classical information gain, see Eq. (33) below) also in
the case in which classical randomness is introduced. Moreover, it turns out to depend only on the
statistical description of the measurement, as we would expect from the arguments given before,
and naturally embodies a monotonic information-disturbance tradeoﬀ, that is, if the information
gain is poor, there exist a scheme to approximately and robustly invert the measurement. Between
the proposed notions of information gain, disturbance, and classical noise, we derive a relation (see
Eqs. (40) and (41) below) which is tight, in the sense that in average it holds that
information gain + classical randomness = disturbance, (3)
for all quantum measurements and all a priori states. Finally, the analysis of the single-outcome
case is straightforward.
2 Preliminaries: the notion of quantum instrument
In describing the process of quantum measurement, two diﬀerent aspects, one statistical and one
dynamical, have to be considered. Ozawa proved [10] that the statistical description is consistent with
the dynamical description if and only if the quantum measurement process is described by a quantum
instrument [11] I , that is, a collection of completely positive (CP) maps [12], I := {Em}m, labelled
by the measurement outcomes m ∈ X , such that the average map E := ∑m Em is trace-preserving
(TP). Let the a priori system be described by the density matrix ρQ on the (ﬁnite dimensional)
Hilbert space H Q. The probability of getting the outcome m is then
p(m) := Tr[Em(ρQ)], (4)







(We put a prime on Q since in principle the output Hilbert space H Q
′
can be diﬀerent from the
input one.) By imposing the normalization condition
∑





has trace one for all possible input states ρQ. In the following, we will refer to CP-TP maps as
channels.
An instrument admits also an operational deﬁnition, in the sense that it can always be described
by an indirect measurement scheme [10], in which the input system ﬁrst interacts with a probe (or
environment) E, initialized in a pure state |0〉〈0|, through a suitable unitary interaction U ; then, a
PVM (projection valued measure) E := {Em}m∈X , with Em ≥ 0 ∀m,
∑
mEm = I
E, is measured on





ρQ ⊗ |0〉〈0|)U † (IQ′ ⊗ Em)] . (7)
(Since the environment system is not ﬁxed, there is no loss of generality in considering a PVM on
it, instead of a more general positive-operator valued measure, POVM.) If the operators Em’s are
rank-one, then each map Em is a pure contraction, that is, Em(ρQ) = TmρQT †m. In this case, the
instrument is called pure or, equivalently, semicomplete. In other words, an instrument is pure if all
pure a priori states get mapped to pure a posteriori states. If moreover all Tm’s are rank-one, the
instrument is called complete, in the sense that a posteriori states are always pure. If some Em has






In this case the instrument is called incomplete and models a noisy apparatus introducing classical
randomness in the data.
In the following it will be useful to introduce a third reference system R, purifying the input
state ρQ as |ΨRQ〉〈ΨRQ|, and going untouched through the interaction U . Then, a part of isometric




















R. Notice that an instrument is pure if and only if ρR
′Q′
m is pure, for
every outcome m ∈ X .
3 Groenewold’s definition of information gain
In Refs. [2, 5, 6, 7, 8], the information gain Im(ρ
Q, Em) due to the observation of outcome m, given
the a priori state was ρQ, is deﬁned as
Im(ρ
Q, Em) := S(ρQ)− S(ρQ′m ). (10)











Another quantity usually considered [7, 9, 13] is the so-called classical information gain I(X : X ),
deﬁned as the mutual information between the eigenvalues {λ(x)} of ρQ = ∑x λ(x)πx and the
outcomes m ∈ X of the measurement, in formula
I(X : X ) =
∑
m,x
λ(x) Tr[Em(πx)] log Tr[Em(πx)]
p(m)
. (12)
In the case of pure instruments, both average quantities enjoy nice properties [7]:
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1. If the instrument is pure, then I(ρQ,I ) ≥ I(X : X ), for all ρQ.
2. The instrument is pure if and only if I(ρQ,I ) ≥ 0, for all ρQ.
Hence, if the instrument is incomplete, we have to face the unreasonable facts that the average
information gain, as deﬁned in Eq. (11), can be strictly negative, and that the classical information
gain (12) can be strictly larger than the quantum information gain, for some a priori state ρQ.
4 Pure measurements
Let’s start considering the case of pure instruments (we will generalize our analysis in Section 6).
Then, it is possible to rewrite Eq. (11) in such a way that its semipositivy is apparent. In fact, since
ρR
′Q′
m is pure, we have that
S(ρQ
′
m ) = S(ρ
R′
m ). (13)
Then, since by construction S(ρQ) = S(ρR) = S(ρR
′
), it turns out that








that is, for pure instruments I(ρQ,I ) is a χ-type quantity, and hence nonnegative. We can now









where D(ρ‖σ) := Tr[ρ log ρ] − Tr[ρ log σ] is the quantum relative entropy. Notice that only the
averages of S(ρR
′
)− S(ρR′m ) and D(ρR′m ‖ρR′) are equal, since it can easily be S(ρR′)− S(ρR′m ) < 0 for
some m, whilst D(ρR
′
m ‖ρR′) ≥ 0 for all m. In the following we will generalize Eq. (15) to incomplete









Then, for pure instruments, ι(ρQ,I ) = I(ρQ,I ). In the following we will see that for incomplete
measurements ι(ρQ,I ) 6= I(ρQ,I ), and while I(ρQ,I ) suﬀers some problems, ι(ρQ,I ) does not.
5 Approximate reversibility of pure measurements
In Ref. [14] it is considered the problem of approximately inverting a channel E . It is proved that, if
S(ρQ)− Ic(ρQ, E) ≤ ǫ, (17)
where Ic(ρQ, E) := S(ρQ′)−S(ρR′Q′) is the coherent information [15, 16], then it is possible to apply
a correcting channel R on ρQ′ such that
F e(ρQ,R ◦ E) ≥ 1− 2√ǫ, (18)
where F e(ρQ,R ◦ E) := 〈ΨRQ|(I ⊗ R ◦ E)|ΨRQ〉〈ΨRQ|ΨRQ〉 is the entanglement fidelity [17] of the
corrected channel R◦E with respect to the input state ρQ. The value of F e(ρQ,R◦E) says how close
is the corrected channel R ◦ E to the identity channel I on the support of ρQ. If such value is close
to one, it means not only that R(ρQ′) is close to ρQ, but also that quantum correlations between Q
and R are almost preserved, which is a much stronger requirement.
The correction exploited in Ref. [14] is blind, in the sense that the correction R is a ﬁxed one
and works well on the average channel E . In our setting, on the contrary, we can consider the indices
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m to be visible, since they are the outcomes of the instrument. We can then think of applying a
diﬀerent restoring channel (TP-CP map) Rm depending of the outcomes of the measurement, that
is, the average corrected channel will be of the form∑
m
(Rm ◦ Em)(ρQ). (19)
It is clear that within this setting we can in principle achieve better performances with respect to
the blind correction scheme. Indeed, as shown in Refs. [13, 18], the optimal correction scheme is
achieved by choosing Rm to be the unitary channel
Rm(ρQ′m ) := U †mρQ
′
m Um, (20)
where the unitary operator Um is the unitary part of the polar decomposition of Tmρ
Q = Um|TmρQ|.
In this way it is possible to calculate the entanglement ﬁdelity of the corrected instrument Icorr :=








By a Cauchy-Schwartz–type inequality it is possible to prove that
F e(ρQ,Icorr) ≥ F e(ρQ,R ◦ E). (22)














is the usual Uhlmann’s ﬁdelity [19] between mixed states, and that
ρQ = ρR
′


























where we used the so-called Pinsker inequality [20]
D(ρ‖σ) ≥ 1
2
‖ρ− σ‖21 ≥ 2(1−F 2(ρ, σ)). (25)
Relation (24) shows that if the average information gain ι(ρQ,I ) due to a quantum measurement
goes to zero, then such a measurement can be approximately corrected with high ﬁdelity.
Also the converse statement is true, that is, if a measurement can be approximately corrected,









































where f(x) is a concave Fannes–type positive function [20] for which f(0) = 0.
Alternatively, as the quantity representing how “gentle” is an instrument, we can consider the





where {|m〉}m are orthonormal vectors. We then deﬁne the assisted coherent information of the













Notice that κ(ρQ,I ) is the straightforward generalization of the usual deﬁnition of coherent infor-
mation to the case of visible outcomes, and the relation κ(ρQ,I ) ≥ Ic(ρQ, E) holds. In the case of
pure measurements, since ρR
′Q′
m is pure and, consequently, S(ρ
Q′
m ) = S(ρ
R′
m ), we have immediately the
identity
ι(ρQ,I ) + κ(ρQ,I ) = S(ρQ). (29)
The quantity
δ(ρQ,I ) := S(Q)− κ(ρQ,I ) (30)
can then be deﬁned as being the disturbance caused by the instrument I on the quantum state ρQ.
6 Incomplete measurements
Let us now consider the case of incomplete measurements. This situation corresponds to the case in
which the instrument has a “composite” space of outcomes X × X ′ = {m,µ(m)}m∈X , but we have
access only to the indices in X , while the reﬁning indices µ(m) ∈ X ′ are averaged. If we had access
to the complete space of outcomes, it would be as the in the pure measurement case, in which the







But now we have “to forget” about the index µ(m). By exploiting the joint-convexity of relative

















Recall here that now ι(ρQ,I ) 6= I(ρQ,I ). In particular, while I(ρQ,I ) can be strictly negative
for some ρQ, ι(ρQ,I ) ≥ 0 for all a priori states ρQ. The above generalization of information
gain to incomplete instruments has moreover the reasonable property of being independent of the






Q,I )—contrarily to I(ρQ,I )—is still an upper bound to
the classical information gain
ι(ρQ,I ) ≥ I(X : X ) ≥ 0, ∀ρQ. (33)
In fact, if ρQ =
∑
x λ(x)πx is an eigendecomposition of ρ









−1/2] = Tr[λ(x)Pmπx] = p(x,m), (34)
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and from the monotonicity of relative entropy, we obtain Eq. (33). Notice here that the same
inequality holds if, instead of considering the eigendecomposition of ρQ, we consider whatever other
ensemble realization ρQ =
∑
x ρx, with ρx generally mixed and nonorthogonal.
Also in the incomplete case we can study how well an approximate reversion of the measurement















δ(ρQ,I ) = S(Q)− κ(ρQ,I ), (36)
and consider, as before, the sum














In the incomplete measurement case, ρR
′Q′
m is mixed. We then introduce, for every index m, an
auxiliary system Am purifying ρ
R′Q′
m . We can hence write

















m ⊗ ρAmm ).
(38)








m ⊗ ρAmm ) ≥ 0 (39)
then measures “how incomplete” the instrument is, since it is simple to see that ∆(ρQ,I ) = 0 if
and only if the instrument is pure. Alternatively, ∆(ρQ,I ) represents the amount of information
classically washed out—and hence unrecoverable—by the average over indices {µ(m)}. At the end
we arrive to the global information balance for a general quantum measurement:
ι(ρQ,I ) + ∆(ρQ,I ) = δ(ρQ,I ), (40)
or, equivalently,
ι(ρQ,I ) + κ(ρQ,I ) + ∆(ρQ,I ) = S(ρQ), (41)
that is, the total amount of information S(ρQ) carried by the a priori state gets split into information
gain, assisted coherent information, and classical randomness introduced by the apparatus processing
data.
Also in the incomplete case we can show that if the disturbance is small
δ(ρQ,I )→ 0, (42)
then the instrument admits approximate correction. In order to prove this, it is useful to recall the
deﬁnition of Bures’ distance b between two mixed states:
b2(ρ, σ) := 1−F (ρ, σ). (43)
The Bures’ distance satisﬁes the following inequalities [20]




We can then obtain the following chain of inequalities























m ⊗ ρAmm ‖ρR











2−F 2(ρR′m ⊗ ρAmm , ρR













m ⊗ ρAmm , ρR








































where in order to obtain the last inequality we applied the results of Ref. [14], for which
F (ρR
′ ⊗ ρAmm , ρR
′Am
m ) ≤ F
(
(I ⊗Rm)(ρR′Q′m ), |ΨRQ〉〈ΨRQ|
)
, (46)






(I ⊗Rm)(ρR′Q′m ), |ΨRQ〉〈ΨRQ|
)
. (47)
Hence we proved that, if δ(ρQ,I ) → 0, then F e(ρQ,Icorr) → 1, also in the case of incomplete
measurements, as expected.
7 Single-outcome analysis
It is a remarkable advantage of our approach, the fact that a sensible analysis of the single-outcome
case is possible. The importance of such an analysis is strongly motivated by D’Ariano in Ref. [2].
Let us then deﬁne, from Eqs. (32), (35), and (39), the single-outcome information gain
ιm(ρ





the single-outcome coherent information
κm(ρ





and the single-outcome classical randomness
∆m(ρ




m ⊗ ρAmm ). (50)
Without averaging overm, it is impossible to simplify the sum ιm(ρ
Q,I )+κm(ρ
Q,I ), for all possible
ρQ. It is however possible to deal with the quantity
ιm(ρ
Q,I ) + ∆m(ρ
Q,I ), (51)
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and to show that, if ιm(ρ
Q,I ) +∆m(ρ
Q,I ) ≤ ǫ, that is, if the sum of the information gain and the
classical randomness is small for an outcome, then the map corresponding to such an outcome can
be approximately corrected, since, following the same passages as in Eq. (45), we have
ǫ ≥ ιm(ρQ,I ) + ∆m(ρQ,I )
≥ 1−F
(











It is worth noticing here, that, for a pure outcome, namely Em(ρQ) = TmρQT †m, and for a maxi-
mally unknown a priori state ρQ = I/d, we have that






generalizing the deﬁnition of disturbance given in Ref. [2], in which the quite diﬀerent point of view
of majorization theory was exploited.
8 Conclusion
We showed how it is possible to shed light on the long-standing open problem of information gain in
quantum measurements simply by adopting a diﬀerent deﬁnition of information gain, which merges
with the usually chosen one in all the situations in which the latter is well-deﬁned, providing at the
same time a clear interpretation in the general case. Moreover, from our deﬁnition, a general, tight
and robust information-disturbance tradeoﬀ relation has been naturally derived, and the analysis of
the single-outcome case has been provided.
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